The cooling of a quantity of boiling water all the way down to freezing by simply thermally connecting it to a thermal bath held at ambient temperature without external intervention would be quite unexpected. We describe the equivalent of a "thermal inductor" composed of a Peltier element and an electric inductance, which can drive the temperature difference between two bodies to change sign by imposing a certain inertia on the flow of heat, thereby enabling continuing heat transfer from the chilling body to its warmer counterpart. We show theoretically and experimentally that such a process is possible and fully complies with the second law of thermodynamics. With further progress in thermoelectric materials, it could serve to cool hot materials well below ambient temperature without external energy supply.
Here, ! stands for the combined Seebeck coefficient of the used thermoelectric materials, and T is the absolute temperature of the considered junction between these materials. When an electric current I is flowing through, heat Q is generated or absorbed at a rate ! Q = !I = !TI , respectively, depending on the direction of the current. A body with heat capacity C and a thermal reservoir (or two finite bodies) are each in thermal contact with the opposite sides of the Peltier element providing a thermal link by its thermal conductance k. The process is described by Kirchhoff's voltage law in Eq. 1a containing the generated thermoelectric voltage ! (T b ! T r ) , and by the thermal balance equations Eqs. 1b and 1c for the rates of heat removed from (or added to) one body ( ! Q b ) and to (from) the other body or the thermal reservoir ( ! Q r ) , respectively,
where R is the internal resistance of the Peltier element. We temporarily ignore parasitic effects due to other sources of electrical resistance or thermal transport through leads or convection, and the heat-capacity contribution of the Peltier element is thought to be absorbed in C. We count ! Q > 0 for a heat input; the choices of the signs of I and ! in the Eqs. 1 turn out to be unimportant, however. The dissipated Joule heating power RI 2 is regarded to be equally distributed to both sides of the Peltier element. The set of equations Eqs. 1, but without the inductive term L ! I , is standard to describe the flow of heat and charge in a Peltier element [2, 3] .
To consider the situation for the actual experiment to be presented further below, where a finite heat capacity C is connected to an infinite thermal reservoir as shown in Figs. 1A and 1B we combine ! Q b = C ! T b and T r = const. with the Eqs. 1a and 1b and obtain a nonlinear differential equation for I(t), namely
This equation can be easily numerically solved. The time evolution T b (t) could then be obtained by inserting the corresponding solution I(t) into Eq. 1a. For a systematic analysis we restrict ourselves to ! 0 = T b (0) " T r << T r with temperature independent ! , k, R and C, valid within a sufficiently narrow temperature interval ±! 0 around T r . Then, the last two terms of the differential equation Eq. 2 are negligible because
<< !T r I , and we end up with the equation for a damped harmonic oscillator,
The initial conditions for t = 0 , i.e., the time when the virgin thermal connection is inserted,
The corresponding solution may show either a damped or an oscillatory behavior, respectively, depending on the combination of the constant factors in the equation. To achieve a possible undershooting of T b (t) below T r , we focus only on oscillatory solutions of I(t). The condition for their
2 , can always be fulfilled for any value of ! , if L is chosen as L ! = RC / k . While R and k are given by the characteristics of the Peltier element, C is limited only by the heat capacity of the Peltier element but can otherwise be chosen at will.
The solution of interest is I(t) = I 0 exp(!t / ! )sin("t) , with ! and ! matched to fulfill the differential equation, and I 0 = !! 0 / (L" ). The corresponding phase-shifted solution for the 
2 of a Peltier element [4] the first minimum of T b (t) is attained with these parameters at t min = !"
If expressed by the dimensionless quantities (T b (t) ! T r ) / " 0 and t / ! ! , the time evolution and According to Eq. 4, the minimum temperature decreases with increasing Z T , but is limited to T b,min = T r ! " 0 for Z T ! " so that no catastrophic oscillation can occur. In that limit, the temperature of the body would oscillate between the extremal values T r + ! 0 and T r ! " 0 . If the thermal connection were removed after the body has reached its minimum temperature, T b would stay at T b,min < T r under perfectly isolated conditions as sketched in Fig. 1B . Removing it in a state where I = 0 even leaves the thermal connection in its original, virgin state at Fig. 3A ). Any external work associated with the act of removing the thermal connection could be made infinitesimally small, e.g., by opening a nanometer-sized gap between the body and the thermal connection. If the connection is not removed at all, T b (t) exhibits a damped oscillation around T r , approaching thermal equilibrium with eventually T b = T r . We note that the maximum possible where the direction of the heat flow is reversed. Virtually all of this heat is driven directly away by the moving charge carriers from the cold to the warm end, without being temporarily stored as energy of the magnetic field residing in the inductor. The maximum amount of magnetic energy,
is less than a fraction ! 0 / T r << 1 of the excess heat ~!C! 0 that has been initially stored in the warmer body. In this sense, the electrical inductor acts, in interplay with the Peltier element, only as the driver of the temperature oscillation by imposing a certain thermal inertia that temporarily counteracts the flow of heat dictated by Fourier's law. Thus, we can interpret the role of the circuit as that of a "thermal inductor". In full analogy to the self-inductance L of an electrical inductor generating a voltage difference !V according to L ! I = !"V , we can even ascribe to the present circuit a thermal self-inductance
, Supplementary Materials. The order of magnitude of the rate of heat flowing between the objects can be chosen arbitrarily low by adjusting the thermal load C, which guarantees that the processes, albeit irreversible, can run in a quasistatic way and pass through a series of quasi-equilibrium states with well defined thermodynamic potentials and state variables of the bodies. This is in marked contrast to non-equilibrium oscillatory processes such as the Belousov-Zhabotinski chemical reaction [5, 6] , other oscillations in complex systems far from thermodynamic equilibrium [7] , or to "thermal-inductor" type of behaviors associated with the convection of heated fluids [8] and transient switching operations in light-emitting diodes [9] .
The proof that the processes as described above do not violate the second law of thermodynamics is simple. The total entropy production is !
The empty current-carrying inductor does not contribute to the entropy balance since an associated magnetic contribution to the Gibb's free energy does not depend on the temperature. While the terms in the Eqs. 1b and 1c related to the Peltier element cancel out, RI counter-oscillate in the second scenario (Figs. 1D and 3B ) and repeatedly match around T , which seems to be at odds with the expectation that the total entropy of the two bodies with T b = T r must be larger than with T b ! T r . As T av is not constant but lowest for T b ! T r < T , the total entropy is indeed a monotonously increasing function of time (inset of Fig. 3B ). The fact that heat temporarily flows from cold to hot in such processes, despite the indisputable increase of the total entropy with time, calls for a further explanation, however. Although no external intervention is generating the inversion of the temperature gradients and forcing heat to flow from cold to hot, the inductor is, as an integrated part of the thermal connection, perpetually changing its state due to the oscillatory electric current. Therefore, the described processes are also in full conformity with the original postulate of the second law of thermodynamics by Clausius, stating that a flow of heat from cold to hot must be associated with "some other change, connected therewith, occurring at the same time" [10] .
In a real experiment, measurements of sizeable temperature oscillations face certain challenges. At present, the most efficient Peltier elements have a maximum Z T ≈ 2 [11] . In the scenario of cooling a body from 100 ºC down to 0 ºC by connecting it to a heat sink at 20 ºC, a Z T ≈ 5.0 would be required (Fig. 3A) , which is out of reach of the present technology. A further challenge is the choice of the inductivity value L. It should be large enough to allow for the cooling of a sizeable amount of material while keeping k as small as possible to maximize The use of an active gyrator-type substitute of a real inductor [12] allowing for almost arbitrarily large values of L with negligible effective internal resistance circumvents this problem. Although the thermal connection can then no longer be considered as strictly operating "without external intervention", no net external work is performed on the system. In Fig. 4 we present the results of a series of corresponding proof-of-principle measurements according to the experimental scheme shown in To summarize, we have shown both theoretically and experimentally that the use of a thermal connection containing a variant of a "thermal inductor" can drive the flow of heat from a cold to a hot object without external intervention, while still fully complying with the second law of thermodynamics. Despite the conceptual simplicity of the described process and based on the laws of classical physics, it has, to our knowledge, never been considered in the literature. With future progress in materials research, the technique may become technically useful and allow for the cooling of hot materials well below the ambient temperature without the need for an external energy supply. (Fig. S1B) , however, at the cost of significantly increasing the required inductivity value L. 
Fig. S1. Optimized values for a maximum temperature undershoot.
(A) Optimum inductance L opt = !(Z T )RC / k , in units of L ! = RC / k . If L = L opt ,
S2: Two finite bodies with different temperatures
If we ascribe a heat capacity 2C to each of the bodies, the corresponding amounts of exchanged heat are ! Q b = 2C ! T b and ! Q r = 2C ! T r , respectively. Combining these quantities with the Eqs. 1 in the main text by eliminating both T b and T r , we obtain the nonlinear differential equation for I(t) In the limit ! 0 = T b (0) " T r (0) << T , the amount of magnetic energy stored in the inductor is vanishingly small, as we have shown in the main text, i.e., << 4CT . Therefore we may neglect the last term in Eq. S1 and end up in this limit with the same differential equation Eq. 3 for I(t) of a damped harmonic oscillator but with T r replaced by T .
S3: Analogy to a "thermal inductor"
Thermal circuits can be mapped onto electrical circuits by replacing the thermal conductance with an electrical conductance, heat capacities with electrical capacitances, and temperature differences with voltage differences !V . The resulting differential equations for the heat Q and heat currents I th = ! Q , or charge and electric currents I, respectively, turn out to be equivalent. A corresponding "thermal inductor" (with thermal self-inductance L th ) would have, in a strict sense, to fulfill the proportionality between the time derivative of the thermal current ! I th = !! Q and the resulting temperature difference !T in an analogous way to L ! I = !"V , so that L th ! I th = !"T .
We consider the case of a finite body in thermal contact with an infinite thermal reservoir as shown in Figs. 1A and 1B in the main text. We again assume that the temperature variations are sufficiently small so that T b (0) ! T r = " 0 << T r , and that we have perfect electrical conductors with R = 0, which could be achieved by the use of superconducting coils and leads. In analogy to an ideal resistanceless electric coil, we also assume perfect thermal insulation between both ends of the "thermal inductor", i.e., with no thermal leakage current in parallel due to a finite thermal conductance k. We then obtain with Eqs. 1a, 1b, k = 0, R = 0 and !T = T b " T r
The analogy L th ! I th = !"T holds if the first summand on the right side of Eq. S2 is negligible, and we then have [1] 
